
 

Dover Grammar School for Girls 

Social Sciences Revision Resource 

Information for Parents/Carers 
 

Thursday 24th February 2022 

 

Dear Parent/Carer, 

As students are approaching their revision and we have been given advance information for 

Psychology A/AS Level and Sociology A/AS Level, I thought I would write to you and share 

some of the revision resources used for Social Sciences. 

Students have been sent a pdf on teams which has clear directions to revision videos and 

materials for them to access at home. As each subject is different, we have included some 

details about what they will need to focus on. This pdf can be saved on student phones or 

devices which means they have a pocket revision guide they can access at any point.  

If students are ever unsure or require some guidance from yourselves, we thought you may 

want a copy of the revision materials to support their learning and have attached it below for 

your reference. 

As a department, we have now purchased ‘Quizlet’ a revision resource using pre-made 

flashcards, a system we know is very popular with the students.  This is now set up for each 

class ready to use which can be found on their class teams. 

We do hope you find this information helpful to further support your child.  Should you have 

any additional questions please do not hesitate to email me on awalton@dggs.kent.sch.uk  

Yours sincerely   

 

Adam Walton  

Subject Leader for Social Sciences  

  

 

 

mailto:awalton@dggs.kent.sch.uk


DGGS Revision – Psychology A Level   

 

Paper 1: Social Influence Some Suggested Revision 
Materials 

Explanations for obedience: agentic state and 
legitimacy of authority, and situational 
variables affecting obedience including 

proximity and location, as investigated by 
Milgram, and uniform. Dispositional 

explanation for obedience: the Authoritarian 
Personality. 

Milgram’s research 
 
Overview of Milgram 
 
Situational Variables  
 
Dispositional Explanations 
 
Adorno Overview  
 
Social Psychological Factors  
 

 Explanations of resistance to social influence, 
including social support and locus of control.  

 
Explanations of Resistance  
 
Resistance Social Support  
 
Resistance Locus of Control  
 

Minority influence including reference to 
consistency, commitment and flexibility 

Minority Influence  
 
Overview of Consistency and Commitment  
 
Overview of Flexibility 
 
Exam Question Help for this section  
 

 
AS Psychology Webinar for Revision 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Research Methods can appear in all papers so you must prepare research methods for both 

papers. There will be no advance information given for research methods so ensure you are 

revising all areas of the research methods which are relevant to the A Level. These study notes 

may be helpful for you – Revision notes link 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dxQXDbK2dd0&list=PLVm7BglXk37HvueQN3CZ0jCbRuZxxa_w5&index=4
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/explanations-for-obedience-milgram-1963
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EOQk9IKS4WQ&list=PLVm7BglXk37HvueQN3CZ0jCbRuZxxa_w5&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kpSUHEwVlVU&list=PLVm7BglXk37HvueQN3CZ0jCbRuZxxa_w5&index=6
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/dispositional-explanation-for-obedience-authoritarian-personality
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HCKksDxR_zU&list=PLVm7BglXk37HvueQN3CZ0jCbRuZxxa_w5&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EbdsVvjxeHo&list=PLUQ8QDGvbAwi5fwxKADdA3JD8FuwUlI-r&index=9
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/resistance-to-social-influence-social-support
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/resistance-to-social-influence-locus-of-control
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X23u_uTdsyA&list=PLVm7BglXk37HvueQN3CZ0jCbRuZxxa_w5&index=9
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/minority-influence-consistency-and-commitment
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/minority-influence-flexibility
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/conformity-minority-influence-example-answer-video-for-a-level-sam-2-paper-1-q3-7-marks
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/social-psychology-as-webinar-video-2016
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/social-psychology-as-webinar-video-2016
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/collections/a-level-psychology-study-notes-research-methods


DGGS Revision – Psychology A Level   

 

Paper 1: Memory Some Suggested Revision 
Materials 

The multi-store model of memory: sensory 
register, short-term memory and long-term 

memory. Features of each store: coding, 
capacity and duration. 

Coding, Capacity and Duration  
 
Multi-store Model of Memory  
 
Overview of Coding and Encoding 
 
Overview of Duration 
 
Overview of Capacity 
  

The working memory model: central executive, 
phonological loop, visuo-spatial sketchpad 
and episodic buffer. Features of the model: 

coding and capacity. 

 
Working Memory Model 
 
Working Memory Model Overview 
 

Improving the accuracy of eyewitness 
testimony, including the use of the cognitive 

interview 

 
Factors Affecting the Accuracy of EWT 
 
Improving EWT Testimony  
 
Misleading information for EWT 
 
Cognitive Interviews  
 

 
 AS Exam Feedback 

 
Memory Revision Webinar for AS 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Research Methods can appear in all papers so you must prepare research methods for both 

papers. There will be no advance information given for research methods so ensure you are 

revising all areas of the research methods which are relevant to the A Level. These study notes 

may be helpful for you – Revision notes link 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5onrRIfT3M8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WplF4uQrd7U&list=PLVm7BglXk37HQ2cWjkANUt8bjwl8q7BCL&index=5
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/coding-encoding
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/duration
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/capacity
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_JKo9h70TEw&list=PLUQ8QDGvbAwi31mF1w4S-xSYrRQSO8W7G&index=4
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/working-memory-model
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dqn5skNmi14&list=PLUQ8QDGvbAwi31mF1w4S-xSYrRQSO8W7G&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-8Ed3308lOo&list=PLUQ8QDGvbAwi31mF1w4S-xSYrRQSO8W7G&index=7
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/misleading-information-in-eye-witness-testimony-ewt
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/cognitive-interview
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/memory-as-exam-2016-feedback-video
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/memory-as-webinar-video-2016
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/collections/a-level-psychology-study-notes-research-methods


DGGS Revision – Psychology A Level   

 

Paper 1: Attachment Some Suggested Revision 
Materials 

Animal studies of attachment: Lorenz and 
Harlow. 

Animal Studies  
 
Overview of Animal Studies 
 

Explanations of attachment: learning theory 
and Bowlby’s monotropic theory. The concepts 

of a critical period and an internal working 
model. 

Learning Theory  
 
Bowlby’s Theory  
 
Overview of Bowlby’s Theory 
 
Learning Theory of attachment Overview 
 

Ainsworth’s ‘Strange Situation’. Types of 
attachment: secure, insecure-avoidant and 

insecure-resistant. Cultural variations in 
attachment, including van Ijzendoorn. 

Ainsworth’s Strange Situation  
 
Cultural Variations  
 
Ainsworth Overview 
 
Cultural Variations Overview   
 

Bowlby’s theory of maternal deprivation. 
Romanian orphan studies: effects of 

institutionalisation 
 
 
 
 
  

Maternal Deprivation  
 
Romanian Orphans 
 
Romanian Orphans Overview 
 
Privation and Institutionalisation 
 
Maternal Deprivation Overview    
 

The influence of early attachment on childhood 
and adult relationships, including the role of 

an internal working model. 

 
Influence of Early Attachment 
 
Link back to Bowlby and the IWM 
 
  

 

AS Attachment Webinar 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Research Methods can appear in all papers so you must prepare research methods for both 

papers. There will be no advance information given for research methods so ensure you are 

revising all areas of the research methods which are relevant to the A Level. These study notes 

may be helpful for you – Revision notes link 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ua5WBipaAD4&list=PLVm7BglXk37FNTucPQfLGbKfYjQJ4F24N&index=3
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/animal-studies-of-attachment-lorenz-and-harlow
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DWBt47q2Svo&list=PLVm7BglXk37FNTucPQfLGbKfYjQJ4F24N&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FCF3hWxjfSs&list=PLVm7BglXk37FNTucPQfLGbKfYjQJ4F24N&index=5
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/bowlbys-theory-of-attachment
https://www.simplypsychology.org/attachment.html#:~:text=learning%20theory%20of%20attachment%20proposes,either%20classical%20or%20operant%20conditioning.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FwwyVc7SZn8&list=PLVm7BglXk37FNTucPQfLGbKfYjQJ4F24N&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jKtruKFlya0&list=PLVm7BglXk37FNTucPQfLGbKfYjQJ4F24N&index=7
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/ainsworths-strange-situation
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/cultural-variations-in-attachment
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJandP6w3Sg&list=PL3t6jgZu2GQngXaW4D2_5XtQtSjlMe3ey&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gbu_c7slS8Q&list=PL3t6jgZu2GQngXaW4D2_5XtQtSjlMe3ey&index=9
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/attachment-romanian-orphan-studies
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/attachment-privation-institutionalisation
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/bowlbys-theory-of-maternal-deprivation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b4umDVRb1DM&list=PLUQ8QDGvbAwiLGxFv9bm-OIO5trlTBpSt&index=11
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/attachment-as-webinar-video-2016
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/collections/a-level-psychology-study-notes-research-methods


DGGS Revision – Psychology A Level   

 

Paper 1: Psychopathology Some Suggested Revision 
Materials 

Definitions of abnormality, including deviation 
from social norms, failure to function 

adequately, statistical infrequency and 
deviation from ideal mental health. 

 
Definitions of Abnormality  
 
Deviation from Ideal Mental Health  
 
Deviation from Social Norms 
 
Statistical Infrequency   

The behavioural, emotional and cognitive 
characteristics of phobias, depression and 

obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD). 
 

Not explicitly stated in Advanced Information 
but would be good for your revision 

 
BEC of Phobias, Depression and OCD 
 
BEC for Depression  
 

The other BEC are in the Phobia or OCD 
sections. 

The behavioural approach to explaining and 
treating phobias: the two-process model, 

including classical and operant conditioning; 
systematic desensitisation, including relaxation 

and use of hierarchy; flooding 

 
Behavioural App explaining Phobias 
 
Treating Phobias  
 
Characteristics of Phobias 
 
Two-process Model 
 
Systematic Desensitisation  
 
Flooding  
 

The biological approach to explaining and 
treating OCD: genetic and neural explanations. 

drug therapy. 

 
Biological Explanations for OCD 
 
Biology approach to Treating OCD 
 
BEC For OCD  
 
Explaining OCD Overview 
 
Treating OCD Overview 
 

 
AS Psychopathology Webinar 

 
Treatment of Phobia’s – 16 marks  

 

Research Methods can appear in all papers so you must prepare research methods for both 

papers. There will be no advance information given for research methods so ensure you are 

revising all areas of the research methods which are relevant to the A Level. These study notes 

may be helpful for you – Revision notes link 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tEsEhyeNymA&list=PLUQ8QDGvbAwjGeM3EtUxcIWINvVn4UGND&index=2
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/deviation-from-ideal-mental-health
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/deviation-from-social-norms
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/statistical-infrequency-definition-of-abnormality
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tEsEhyeNymA&list=PLUQ8QDGvbAwjGeM3EtUxcIWINvVn4UGND&index=2
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/depression
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-5qv-hVxQ5o&list=PLUQ8QDGvbAwjGeM3EtUxcIWINvVn4UGND&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gtCQWa6VQ3c&list=PLUQ8QDGvbAwjGeM3EtUxcIWINvVn4UGND&index=5
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/characteristics-of-phobias
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/explaining-phobias-the-two-process-model
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/treating-phobias-systematic-desensitisation
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/treating-phobias-flooding
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fmc7B450pHM&list=PLUQ8QDGvbAwjGeM3EtUxcIWINvVn4UGND&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lBllq9sIFlU&list=PLUQ8QDGvbAwjGeM3EtUxcIWINvVn4UGND&index=9
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/obsessive-compulsive-disorder
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/ocd-explained
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/treating-ocd
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/psychopathology-as-webinar-video-2016
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/behavioural-treatments-for-phobias-application-essay
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/collections/a-level-psychology-study-notes-research-methods


DGGS Revision – Psychology A Level   

 

Paper 2: Approaches Some Suggested Revision 
Materials 

Learning approaches:  
i) the behaviourist approach, including classical 

conditioning and Pavlov’s research, operant 
conditioning, types of reinforcement and 

Skinner’s research.  
ii) social learning theory including imitation, 

identification, modelling, vicarious 
reinforcement, the role of mediational 

processes and Bandura’s research 

Pavlov and Skinner  
 
Social learning Theory  
 
Origins of Social Learning Theory 
 
Behaviourist Approach Overview 
 
Classical Conditioning  
 
Operant Conditioning  
 
Difference between CC and OC 
 
SLT Overview  
 
Observational Learning Overview 
 
Vicarious Reinforcement Overview    
 

The cognitive approach: the study of internal 
mental processes 

 
It would be good to learn about mediational 

factors as it helps with SLT revision 

 
Cognitive Approach Overview  
 
Mediating Cognitive Factors  
 

The psychodynamic approach: the role of the 
unconscious, the structure of personality, that 
is Id, Ego and Superego, defence mechanisms 

including repression, denial and 
displacement, psychosexual stages. 

 
Psychodynamic Approach  
 
Psychodynamic Approach Overview 

Humanistic Psychology: free will, self-
actualisation and Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, 

focus on the self, congruence, the role of 
conditions of worth. The influence on 

counselling Psychology. 

 
Humanistic Approach 
 
Humanistic Approach Overview  

 
AS Level Approaches Webinar 

 
Also watch Comparison of Approaches 

 
 

  

 

 

 

Research Methods can appear in all papers so you must prepare research methods for both 

papers. There will be no advance information given for research methods so ensure you are 

revising all areas of the research methods which are relevant to the A Level. These study notes 

may be helpful for you – Revision notes link 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vuarRD-xuN0&list=PL3t6jgZu2GQkKT-OxN1vQalVVxr5uOuiF&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rh-T4E4W4n0
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/origins-of-social-learning-theory
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/learning-approaches-the-behaviourist-approach
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/classical-conditioning
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/operant-conditioning
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/similarities-and-differences-between-classical-and-operant-conditioning
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/learning-approaches-social-learning-theory
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/observational-learning
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/vicarious-reinforcement
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/the-cognitive-approach
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/mediating-cognitive-factors
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YKeXjTn7mMo&list=PLUQ8QDGvbAwh4L0A8cZtx0yL74-1FO6dz&index=8
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/the-psychodynamic-approach
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t0j8sTh2r8E&list=PLUQ8QDGvbAwh4L0A8cZtx0yL74-1FO6dz&index=7
https://www.simplypsychology.org/humanistic.html
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/approaches-in-psychology-as-webinar-video-2016
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DNK9AAHtCn8&list=PLUQ8QDGvbAwh4L0A8cZtx0yL74-1FO6dz&index=9
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/collections/a-level-psychology-study-notes-research-methods


DGGS Revision – Psychology A Level   

 

Paper 2: Biopsychology Some Suggested Revision 
Materials 

The divisions of the nervous system: central and 
peripheral (somatic and autonomic). 

Divisions of the NS  
 
Overview of the NS 
 
Overview of CNS  
 
The PNS Overview 
 

The structure and function of sensory, relay and 
motor neurons. The process of synaptic 

transmission, including reference to 
neurotransmitters, excitation and inhibition. 

Types of Neurons  
 
Structure and Function of Neurons  
 
Differences between the Types of Neurons  
 
Overview of Neurons 
 
Synaptic Transmission  
 
Synaptic Transmission Overview  

Localisation of function in the brain and 
hemispheric lateralisation: motor, 

somatosensory, visual, auditory and language 
centres; Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas, split 

brain research. Plasticity and functional 
recovery of the brain after trauma. 

 
Localisation of Function 
 
Brain Plasticity and Functional Recovery  
 
Localisation Overview  
 
Broca’s Area Overview 
 
Wernicke’s Area Overview 
 
A03 for Localisation 
 

Ways of studying the brain: scanning 
techniques, including functional magnetic 

resonance imaging (fMRI); 
electroencephalogram (EEGs) and event-related 
potentials (ERPs); post-mortem examinations. 

 
Ways of Studying the Brain 
 
Post-Mortem Examination Overview 
 
FMRI Overview  
  
EEG & ERP Overview  
 
A03 for EEG and ERP 
 

 

 

 

Research Methods can appear in all papers so you must prepare research methods for both 

papers. There will be no advance information given for research methods so ensure you are 

revising all areas of the research methods which are relevant to the A Level. These study notes 

may be helpful for you – Revision notes link 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ptwfPaGvEY&list=PLUQ8QDGvbAwhAsmsAPSUK3F97HLdXhlCv&index=1
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/biopsychology-overview-nervous-system
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/biopsychology-the-cns-brain-and-spinal-cord
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/biopsychology-the-pns-somatic-and-autonomic-nervous-systems
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PrwiX0wR2xk&list=PLp8BSCLLWBUAp3iqLr43Z0bEeY3PVCUyc&index=28
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b3H6gDCcgjc&list=PLp8BSCLLWBUAp3iqLr43Z0bEeY3PVCUyc&index=26
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DBg-lziR780&list=PLp8BSCLLWBUAp3iqLr43Z0bEeY3PVCUyc&index=27
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/biopsychology-sensory-relay-and-motor-neurons
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bgyDMQZIS9o&list=PLUQ8QDGvbAwhAsmsAPSUK3F97HLdXhlCv&index=3
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/biopsychology-synaptic-transmission
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nu3fFB9rxKE&list=PLUQ8QDGvbAwhAsmsAPSUK3F97HLdXhlCv&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jsop_hsBSC4&list=PLUQ8QDGvbAwhAsmsAPSUK3F97HLdXhlCv&index=7
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/biopsychology-localisation-of-the-brain-function
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/biopsychology-language-centres-brocas-area
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/biopsychology-language-centres-wernickes-area
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/biopsychology-evaluating-localisation-of-function
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MEAdeFhj16k&list=PLUQ8QDGvbAwhAsmsAPSUK3F97HLdXhlCv&index=9
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/biopsychology-studying-the-brain-post-mortem-examination
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/biopsychology-studying-the-brain-functional-magnetic-resonance-imaging-fmri
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/biopsychology-studying-the-brain-electroencephalogram-event-related-potentials-electroencephalogram
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/biopsychology-studying-the-brain-evaluation-of-eeg-erp
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/collections/a-level-psychology-study-notes-research-methods


DGGS Revision – Psychology A Level   

 

Paper 3: Issues and Debates Some Suggested Revision 
Materials 

Free will and determinism: hard determinism 
and soft determinism; biological, 

environmental and psychic determinism. The 
scientific emphasis on causal explanations. 

Free Will and Determinism  
 
Free Will and Determinism Overview 
 
Types of Determinism Overview  
 
Scientific Approach Overview 
 
A03 for Free Will and Determinism 
 

 Idiographic and nomothetic approaches to 
psychological investigation.  

Idiographic and Nomothetic Approach  
 
Idiographic Approach Overview  
 
A03 for Idiographic Approach  
 
Nomothetic Approach Overview 
 
A03 for Nomothetic Approach 
 

Ethical implications of research studies and 
theory, including reference to social sensitivity.  

Ethical implications and Social Sensitivity  
 
Ethical Implications Overview 
 
Socially Sensitive Research Overview 
 
Overview of SSR   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Research Methods can appear in all papers so you must prepare research methods for both 

papers. There will be no advance information given for research methods so ensure you are 

revising all areas of the research methods which are relevant to the A Level. These study notes 

may be helpful for you – Revision notes link 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kM-eIKO6gXc&list=PLUQ8QDGvbAwgI6woFxyGvMtRIfgb771_f&index=4
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/issues-debates-free-will-determinism
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/issues-debates-types-of-determinism
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/issues-debates-the-scientific-approach-and-determinism
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/issues-debates-evaluating-free-will-determinism
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=itdwf_BJs_w&list=PLUQ8QDGvbAwgI6woFxyGvMtRIfgb771_f&index=6
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/issues-debates-the-idiographic-approach
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/issues-debates-evaluating-the-idiographic-approach
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/issues-debates-the-nomothetic-approach
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/issues-debates-evaluating-the-nomothetic-approach
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BHE8zkpUJqM&list=PLp8BSCLLWBUD6c6WeV9qj0VjGe10SYdpp&index=4
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/issues-debates-ethical-implications-of-research-studies-and-theories
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/issues-debates-socially-sensitive-research
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/issues-debates-evaluating-socially-sensitive-research
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/collections/a-level-psychology-study-notes-research-methods


DGGS Revision – Psychology A Level   

 

 

Paper 3: Relationships Some Suggested Revision 
Materials 

theories of romantic relationships: social 
exchange theory, equity theory and Rusbult’s 

investment model of commitment, satisfaction, 
comparison with alternatives and 

investment. Duck’s phase model of relationship 
breakdown: intra-psychic, dyadic, social 

and grave dressing phases. 

 
Social Exchange and Equity Theory 
 
Rusbult’s Investment Model 
 
Ducks Model 
 
Equity Theory Overview 
 
Social Exchange Theory Overview 
 
Rusbult’s Investment Model Overview 
 
Ducks Model Overview  
  

Virtual relationships in social media: self-
disclosure in virtual relationships; effects of 
absence of gating on the nature of virtual 

relationships. 

 
Virtual Relationships 
 
Virtual Relationships Overview  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Research Methods can appear in all papers so you must prepare research methods for both 

papers. There will be no advance information given for research methods so ensure you are 

revising all areas of the research methods which are relevant to the A Level. These study notes 

may be helpful for you – Revision notes link 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NM99FOqbvhY&list=PLUQ8QDGvbAwgUMjb1HVIQVl3VAtfTPdgQ&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dGnNdsEy8oQ&list=PLUQ8QDGvbAwgUMjb1HVIQVl3VAtfTPdgQ&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fqdtYtsBp_I&list=PLUQ8QDGvbAwgUMjb1HVIQVl3VAtfTPdgQ&index=7
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/relationships-equity-theory
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/relationships-social-exchange-theory
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/relationships-investment-model
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/relationships-ducks-phase-model-of-relationship-breakdown
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W6uLwpDqpnk&list=PLUQ8QDGvbAwgUMjb1HVIQVl3VAtfTPdgQ&index=8
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/relationships-virtual-relationships
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/collections/a-level-psychology-study-notes-research-methods


DGGS Revision – Psychology A Level   

 

Paper 3: Eating Behaviours Some Suggested Revision 
Materials 

Explanations for food preferences: the 
evolutionary explanation, including reference to 

neophobia and taste aversion; the role of 
learning in food preference, including social and 

cultural influences. 

 
Role of Learning 
 
Evolutionary Approach to Food Preference  
 

Psychological explanations for anorexia 
nervosa: family systems theory, including 

enmeshment, autonomy and control; social 
learning theory, including modelling, 

reinforcement and media; cognitive theory, 
including distortions and irrational beliefs. 

 
Psychological Explanations for AN 

Psychological explanations for obesity, 
including restraint theory, disinhibition and the 
boundary model. Explanations for the success 

and failure of dieting. 

 
Successes and Failures for Dieting 

 

 

Paper 3: Forensic Psychology Some Suggested Revision 
Materials 

Offender profiling: the top-down approach, 
including organised and disorganised types of 
offender; the bottom-up approach, including 

investigative Psychology; geographical 
profiling. 

Top-Down Approach  
 
Bottom-up Approach  
 
Does Profiling work? 
 

Psychological explanations of offending 
behaviour: Eysenck’s theory of the criminal 
personality; cognitive explanations; level of 
moral reasoning and cognitive distortions, 

including hostile attribution bias and 
minimalisation; differential association theory; 

psychodynamic explanations. 

 
Psychological Explanations of Offending 
 
Differential Association Theory/Learning Theory 
 
Psychodynamic Approach 
 
Moral Reasoning 
 
Cognitive Distortions 
 

 

 
Research Methods can appear in all papers so you must prepare research methods for both 

papers. There will be no advance information given for research methods so ensure you are 

revising all areas of the research methods which are relevant to the A Level. These study notes 

may be helpful for you – Revision notes link 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MKMbQD6bhnI&list=PLqxCv4wsktn9fCTo_3v6eGVPbbpFJpVtN&index=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kmxymXlFOKs&list=PLqxCv4wsktn9fCTo_3v6eGVPbbpFJpVtN&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HCxdiuHnaIE&list=PLqxCv4wsktn9fCTo_3v6eGVPbbpFJpVtN&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=17BVuk797t4&list=PLqxCv4wsktn9fCTo_3v6eGVPbbpFJpVtN&index=7
https://youtu.be/neHz0nW_qLQ
https://youtu.be/8bPuK853xFw
https://youtu.be/giIhUY7kUx4
https://youtu.be/53oj9kC0pw0
https://youtu.be/D6QI9-4gxpU
https://youtu.be/B9UgcYBMLp0
https://www.loom.com/share/252269e752ae465eb5d3a9f1c28b75e3?sharedAppSource=personal_library
https://www.loom.com/share/ab6d728acb064d14bc59374347d578e7?sharedAppSource=personal_library
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/collections/a-level-psychology-study-notes-research-methods
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